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Mexico and the Catholic Church have found themselves at crossroads throughout their collective history.
Modern Mexico as nation is forced to choose between
real reform of economic inequities, or a continuation of
the status quo. e Catholic Church, as an institution
in Mexico, has to choose between help for the poor or
support for the elites within the system. As Tangeman
writes in his preface, his book is

e ﬁrst chapter gives an detailed account of the Zapatista uprising in 1994. Not only does Tangeman tell
of the uprising itself, he also gives the historical background of the Catholic Church in the area in the past
twenty years. Writes Tangeman, “In a way, the rebellion was a culmination and setback to a pastoral program
that preached social justice with peace” (p. 4). It is from
this point that Tangeman continues the entire work. e
an aempt to examine how the Catholic Church - theme of the book is to tie in the role and place of the inlaity, religious, priests, and bishops - has dealt with the digenous people in the Catholic Church to their role and
challenge of situating itself in relation to the poor and the place within Mexican society.
powerful each time Mexico has pulled up to the “crosse second chapter covers the rise of the Catholic
roads” thought its history. (p. x)
Church from the conquest until the Mexican revolution.
Tangeman has undertaken to give a history of the An important element of this chapter is the development
Catholic Church in Mexico, from inception to the modern of an indigenous form of Catholicism, which is best exday. In addition to giving this history, Tangeman is also pressed in the appearance of the Virgin of Guadalupe in
aempting to dispel what he calls “the myths and mis- 1531 to a indigenous Mexican. Tangeman sees this as imconceptions that hinder an understanding of the Mexican portant, since,
Catholic Church” (p. x). Some of these myths, explains
Tangeman, include the notion that the Cristero rebellion
was a hierarchy-directed uprising by reactionary and ignorant peasants, that the rise of Protestants churches was
a US conspiracy, and that one can not divide the Church
and its hierarchy along clean divisions of conservative
and progressive; the truth is much more complex.

Aer all, this Virgin had chosen an Indian to spread
the faith to other Indians, initiating a model of “boomup” evangelization that contrasted with the top-down imposition of Christianity by the Spaniards (p. 18).
Tangeman is careful to show that the Catholic Church
was not a simple monolith, but rather a complex part of
society that encompassed a wide variety of views within
it self. Tangeman discusses the conﬂict between Bourbon
rule in Mexico and resistance of the Jesuits. is chapter
is quite useful, as it gives a brief, but informative view of
the complex (and oen conﬂicting) relationship between
the Catholic Church and the government(s) of Mexico.

Although he covers the entire history of the Catholic
Church in Mexico, the majority of the book is dedicated
to a discussion of the Catholic Church aer the Mexican
Revolution in 1910. Much of the Post-revolutionary analysis is dedicated to building towards the Zapatista rebellion in 1994. Tangeman has divided the book into seven
In Chapter three, Tangeman covers the period bechapters, titled as follows;
tween the Cristero movement in 1921 to the massacre of
Chapter One-Rebellion in the Promised Land Chap- the students at the Plaza de Tlatelolco in 1968. It is in this
ter Two-From Conquest to Revolution Chapter ree- period that a schism started to develop among Catholics
From Cristo Rey to Tlatelolco Chapter Four-Medellin and in Mexico. e aempts by the government to secularthe Vatican’s Silent Oﬀensive Chapter Five-Salinismo, ize education and place tighter control on Priests, such
e Church, and id Pro o Chapter Six-Uprising, as requiring them to register with state governments are
Uncertainty, Assassination Chapter Seven-Election and discussed. It is in this section that Tangeman chronicles
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tween the Church hierarchy and lower level priests and Latin America that arose aer the Medellen Conference.
lay Catholics. It was also in this period that there was a
growing politicalization of Catholics, as seen in the rise
With this rise of high level church-state cooperaof both political parties and Catholic associations.
tion, Tangeman shows that Salinas stiﬂed church critiChapter four is in many ways the crux of Tangeman’s cism of economic policies with the creation of the Naargument. Tangeman examines the Medellin Conference tional Solidarity Program (PRONASOL). Tangeman rein 1968 and it focus on the poor in Latin America in light jects PRONASOL as “an incredible sleight of hand” (p.
of Vatican II. Aer the Medellin Conference, there was 77). In this chapter, Tangeman also addresses the role of
a split between those who supported this approach, and the church in regard to NAFTA, constitutional reforms
others who favored more moderated steps in changing and the death of Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas Ocampo at
the direction of the Church. Tangeman devotes part of an airport shootout in 1993.
the chapter to what he calls the “Post-Medellin Backlash,”
Chapter six ties together the themes that have been
as more conservative elements of the Catholic Church developed it the previous chapters. e divisions within
so to reimpose their authority. In addition to struggles the Church (between the hierarch and the priests in the
within the Church, Tangeman also examines the politi- ﬁeld), the abuses of the government, and the lack of real
cal developments in Mexico in the 1970s and 1980s. Dur- agrarian reform. Tangeman brings all these themes toing this period, there is a twin problem, that of political gether in a discussion the Zapatista Uprising. Tangeman
corruption and economic decay. Tangeman gives an ac- chronicles the uprising and various reactions to it from
count the growing human rights abuse carried out under the Church, the government and those in Chiapas.
the banner of the anti-drug campaign.
e ﬁnal chapter talks of the election of Ernesto
Chapter ﬁve follows the rise of Carlos Salinas and his Zedillo, and the state of Mexico today. Tangeman talks of
program of “Salinismo”. In this section Tangeman talks the combination of the death of Luis Colosio, the ongoing
of the “quid pro quo” between the Church and Salinas. talks in Chiapas and underlying weakness in the MexiTangeman writes,
can economy. Tangeman does not paint a bright picture
It is hardly any wonder, then, that faced with a choice for Mexico, as both Mexico and the Catholic Church are
of either Salinas or Cardenas -the laer perhaps the again at a crossroads. Tangeman asks in the closing paratrue president-elect, but known for his anti-church sen- graphs as to what the role of the Catholic Church will be
timents and unable to assume power except through vi- in 1995 and beyond for Mexico.
olent protest - the CEM (Mexican Bishops Conference)
Overall, I found the book quite informative and well
leadership chose to support Salinas (p. 71).
wrien. For an area of Mexican history that I have never
With the rise of Salinas (who Tangeman calls Mex- studied in depth, I found this book an excellent introducico’s de facto chief of state), there was also a rise of tion to the subject area. is book would work quite well
human rights abuse. Tangeman chronicles the rise in in a seminar class on contemporary Mexican history, as
political repression and human rights abuses, especially it gives not only the current state of aﬀairs, but gives a
against Cardenas supports. Tangeman also notes the rise detailed background to the history of the relationship beof abuses in the state of Chiapas. e Church is involved tween Mexico and the Catholic Church.
in this, as they worked with the government in an atCopyright (c) 1995 by H-Net, all rights reserved. is
tempt to reform the constitution in regard to church af- work may be copied for non-proﬁt educational use if
fairs. Tangeman also asserts that in this period the Vati- proper credit is given to the author and the list. for other
can worked to undercut the idea of liberation theology in permission, please contact H-Net@h-net.msu.edu.
If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the list discussion logs at:
hp://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl.
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